
MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Robert White



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔









MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Lisa Gore, At-Large



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Salah Czapary (Ward 1)



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Sabel Harris, DC Council Ward 1



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Brianne K. Nadeau



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔









MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Beau Finley for Ward 3



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Monte Monash for Ward 3



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Deirdre Brown For Ward 3



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔









MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Kathy Henderson



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

✔

✔

✔

✔



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Gordon-Andrew Lee Fletcher



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES
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MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Zachary Parker



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM
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✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔









MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

VINCENT ORANGE



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM
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✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Charles Allen, Ward 6 Councilmember



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 
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MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Ryan Jones For AG



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 

MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES
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✔

✔

✔

✔



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

The following policies, initiatives, and legislative proposals are of material importance to DC’s 
music economy.  The undersigned organizations, venues, presenters, nonprofits and artists, 
support this legislative agenda for the music community.  We hope that your campaign will 
take the time to review the policy items below, sign on to those you are willing to support, and 
join us in making DC a better city for our music community.

The policies, proposals and initiatives listed below are supported by: 
Chris Naoum (Listen Local First DC), Dan Buchner (Kingman Island Festival), Graham 
Smith-White (Musician, Advocate, Organizer), Amy K Bormet, (Washington Women in Jazz), 
Satya Thallam (Musician), Davey S. Yarborough, Shannon Gunn, Dior Ashley Brown - DC Music 
Summit, Sandra Basanti (Pie Shop DC), Lester Wallace (Shaolin Jazz), Layne Garrett (Rhizome 
DC), Jenny Langer (ECE, Moonshine Society), Nicholas Fontana (Pearl Street Warehouse), John 
Chambers (BloomBars), Coniece Washington (Vocalist), Jeremy Castillo (Levine Music), Simona 
Wright-James (Porchfest DC), Nia Mobley (Porchfest DC), Rev Sandra Butler Truesdale (DC 
Legendary Musicians), Julianne Brienza (Capital Fringe), Stacey Williams (Jazz Cat Herder), 
Brewster Lee (Radiant), Elin Melgarejo (singer), Rob Coltun (Bossa Bistro), Dani Weymouth (DMV 
Music Alliance), Caroline Phillips (National Cannabis Festival), Jess Eliot Myhre (musician, 
producer) Aaron Myers (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), Herb Scott (Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation), 
Joe Lapan (Songbyrd Music House), Sterling Anderson  (Steelosoul), Angela Byrd 
(MadeInTheDMV) Kymone Freeman (We Act Radio), Karen Baker (Social Art and Culture/Black 
L.U.V. Festival) Jamie Sandel (CapitalBop), Matt Singer (DC Jazz Festival), Jackson Sinnenberg 
(CapitalBop, Home Rule Music and Film Preservation Foundation), Jon Weiss (Union Stage, 
Capital Turnaround, The Howard Theater), Jen Saavedra (Down in the Reeds Festival), Jennifer 
Vinson (DC Setlist), Dr. Kenneth D. Dickerson (Musician, Educator), DC Strings Workshop

The campaign of ___________________________________________________  
supports the following marked off statements and proposals.

Bruce V. Spiva



MUSIC PLATFORM

FOR 2022 MAYORAL AND DC COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Our city has an internationally recognized musical heritage spanning numerous genres and decades. The 
musicians that live and perform in DC are some of the most talented in the world, and their contributions are an 
invaluable part of DC’s cultural fabric. In order for our music ecosystem to thrive we need a Music Office and 
Commission that can develop music business opportunities, support our world renowned venues and festivals, 
and provide the resources needed for our music community to grow in place.  

Recognize DC as a Music City That Deserves a Dedicated Music Office and Commission

Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The Harmonious Living Amendment Act of 2021 was introduced to Council by Councilmembers Brianne 
Nadeau, Janeese Lewis-George, Christina Henderson, Brooke Pinto and Charles Allen in the spring of 2021. The 
legislation, designed in a collaborative effort between venues, artists and creative advocates, addresses 
conflicts around ambient sound in cultural corridors: Bill 24-159 sets standards for soundproofing new 
developments in entertainment areas, creates a fund for venues, homeowners and developers to retrofit 
buildings for sound resistance, requires lease and mortgage disclosure agreements for residents moving into 
entertainment areas and it tasks the administration with publishing a report on strategies to accommodate 
outdoor performance. 

Support Passage of the Harmonious Living Legislation Act of 2021

Over the last two years our cherished local independent music festivals and presenters have suffered immensely 
due to shut downs and public safety restrictions. Now that #DCisOpen, local festivals and event producers are 
returning to significantly higher costs of production and city relief efforts that are too narrow for this diverse 
community to benefit from. We are looking to the administration and council to continue funding legislation 
through 2024 that directly allocates resources to local entities and aids in navigating the increasingly complicated 
Special Events framework.  The city must also establish a clear pathway for temporary activations of public space 
and vacant properties across all eight Wards. 

Continue Relief Funding for Small Music Pop Ups and Independent Local Music Festivals 
through 2024.

Property ownership is the best way to ensure venue sustainability and investment in our music ecosystem. The 
city lost over 10+ beloved small live performance venues over the course of the pandemic and without access to 
funds in a sustainable manner may still lose more in the post pandemic. When a venue closes the entire local 
industry feels the negative impact from the sound board operator to the musicians. The community as a whole is 
close to tipping out of balance. We implore the city for more engagement to understand why many long time 
venue owners have not been able to apply for relief funding. Renewing the Bridge Fund through 2024 and 
expanding the Property Acquisition Fund or similar legislation that creates a clear path for live music leaseholders 
to own their own space is essential to help restore the balance in our music ecosystem.

Expand the Property Acquisition Fund & Renew the Bridge Fund for Venues

Phase out ABRA Settlement Agreements Banning Music and Entertainment in 
Commercial Establishments

These agreements prevent new businesses from being able to strengthen the cultural fabric of our city with 
live music.  The enforceability guidelines need to be reviewed to stay current in the post pandemic time period. 
These agreements and enforceability guidelines ban new and existing businesses from hiring local musicians 
and technicians to host live music that strengthen the character of our neighborhoods and the cultural fabric 
of the city.

✔

✔

✔

✔



Please place a mark next to the ones your campaign agrees with.

The District of Columbia liquor liability laws hold businesses liable for injuries sustained due to a patron. 
However, DC differs significantly from all other states regarding the laxness of who can be sued and with 
what evidence. As a result, only three insurance companies are willing to underwrite liquor liability 
insurance in the District of Columbia, and license holders face highest liquor liability insurance costs in the 
nation; ten times higher than Maryland and Virginia. Additionally, on January 1st, 2023, the Office of Risk 
Management is set to double and triple the insurance requirements for all outdoor dining including 
Streeatries and stand-alone sidewalk cafes that have been in existence for decades. This dramatic increase 
will make the District an outlier over other major metropolitan areas like New York City, San Francisco, and 
Seattle. The administration and council must act quickly to reform liquor liability insurance requirements 
and guidelines in the city to protect our small business owners and venues. 

Make DC’s Liquor Liability Rate the Same as Virginia and Maryland.

The city should work with local artists and advocates to provide staff training workshops like the ones taught by Shawna 
Potter of Hollaback. Bystander intervention, diversity and inclusion and trauma-informed response training should be 
held at least once a year and made easily accessible for all venues and venue staff. Venues and staff should be incentivized 
and recognized for participating in this type of programming and for developing supportive and inclusive cultures. 

Support Training and Empowerment Programs to Ensure that D.C.’s Music Venues are Safe, 
Harassment-Free Zones For All Musicians, Staff, and Music Lovers.

The #DontMuteDC movement launched the effort to shine a brighter light on DC’s iconic indigenous musical style. 
In 2019, the council drafted legislation to enshrine Go-Go as the District’s indigenous musical style; at the beginning 
of 2020, that legislation was passed.  Now it will be up to the new council members and the mayor to follow through 
on their promise and continue to fund a variety of important preservation and educational initiatives to help this 
important DC cultural tradition thrive and grow. 

Continue Funding the Go-Go Legislation Through the Mayor’s Budget

Join the Mayors for Guaranteed Income Coalition to Establish a Universal Basic Income for 
Artists, Protecting Musicians and Artist Collectives From Displacement.

The pandemic has highlighted the extreme difficulties of being a creative independent gig worker in a city that is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for them. We urge the administration to join the Mayors for Guaranteed 
Income Coalition and establish a minimum basic income pilot program for Creatives, as many cities have done over 
the past two years.

Establish a Fair Trade Music Framework for Entities that Receive Government Funding to 
Present Live Music.

Entities that receive funding from the city for events and festivals should be required to follow community 
best-practice guidelines established by the local industry for presenting live music and paying artists fair wages.

Increase Funding and Resources for Both Individual Artist Projects and Institutional Artist Support.

More funding and resources are needed to support DC’s innovative, accomplished music professionals. DCCAH 
needs to allocate more grants for individual musicians commensurate with their percentage of the population. 
Additionally, the city needs to: incentivize music production and recording space in the district, create job training 
programs for sound engineering and stage production, establish city agency paid fellowships and internships to 
give DC creatives a seat in the planning and development of their future city, build relationships with national 
music industry companies to grow local resources and licensing opportunities, and create affordable housing 
options for DC’s creative and legendary musician communities. Finally the administration through OCTFME and 
Georgetown University launched the DC Music Census in 2019 and we need to ensure that fundinging is allocated 
to continue the Music Census every five years. 
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